
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

C6 GRAND SPORT POLISHED FENDER TRIM PLATES 

PART #042084 

 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

2 x Adhesive Promoter Packs 

4 x Stainless Trim Plates 

4 x Pre cut Molding Strips (optional) 

 

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in place until 

the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

 
Although your panels come to you are shaped it is absolutely imperative that you shape the panel further by hand so 

that they match the vehicle contour perfectly before being permanently attached, doing this will prevent any possibility 

of the panels popping out of place long term.  

1. Thoroughly scrub clean the painted surface with alcohol to remove any and all road grime and dirt. Test that you 

have achieved this by applying a strip of masking tape to see if the tape sticks well .if it doesn't repeat the 

procedure until it does. Once you have achieved a nice clean bondable surface apply the adhesive promoter 

provided in your kit. This chemical is not a cleaner but an adhesive accelerator and must be used to insure a long 

term bond.  Apply one thin and complete swipe to the painted surface. 

 



 

 

2. Before you permanently attach your new parts begin by placing them in position to become acquainted with their 

placement and to check there overall shape. Tweak the shape and practice placing them into position a couple of times 

before you remove the liner. The adhesive on the parts is very aggressive and will not allow you to reposition the panels 

should they make contact in the wrong position. So go slowly and sure.  

3. When you are ready peel the red release liner from the back of each section and then carefully set them in place 

pressing very firmly along there lengths to set the bond. Remove the protective liners to finish the installation.  

4. You have been supplied with 4 precut strips of molding that if you choose can be applied to the factory paint that runs 

along the edges of the stainless plates that you just installed which would cap off the edges of your new plates. 

 

If you have any question during installation, please call American Car Craft  
At 727.861.1500. 

 
Thank you for your purchase! 

 
 
 

American Car Craft LLC 
18924 Sakera Rd Hudson, FL. 34667 
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